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Abstract

There exist ethnic differences in the prevalence

of many ocular diseases. The ocular structures

affected by these diseases can be imaged with

devices that have increased in complexity over

recent years. The purpose of this review is to

explore what we mean by the term ‘ethnicity’

and what we know of ethnic differences in

the structures of the eye that are commonly

imaged. Finally, the implications of these

ethnic differences are discussed in relation

to the detection and monitoring of ocular

disease that involves imaging instruments.
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What do we mean by ethnicity?

The concept of ethnicity is concerned with

learned behaviour; the Oxford English

dictionary defines ‘ethnic’ as ‘relating to a

population subgroup (within a larger or

dominant national or cultural group) with a

common national or cultural tradition’. It is

difficult to define what constitutes race or ethnic

group and assignment of individuals to various

races/ethnic groups has varied over time and

between countries, for example, in the United

States, a man with lightly pigmented skin and

some African ancestry is labelled black, whereas

in Brazil he may be labelled white, and in South

Africa he would be labelled coloured.1 The

concept of race/ethnic groups is not biologically

based as human variation is continuous, non-

concordant, and within-group variation is much

greater than variation among ‘races’.2,3 However,

self-described race has shown dependent and

independent associations in several diseases,

such as glaucoma.4 In addition, self-described

race has shown a high correlation with more

sophisticated measures of racial classification

that involve genetic admixture techniques and

can be considered a surrogate measure.3

Why consider ethnicity when imaging the eye?

As described, several ocular diseases have

been shown to vary in prevalence by ethnic

group/race. For example, age-related macular

degeneration (ARMD) is more common in white

persons than in persons of African race.5

Congdon et al6 reported in 2004 that the leading

cause of blindness among white persons older

than 40 years in the United States is ARMD

(54.4%), whereas among African persons it

accounts for 4.4% of blindness. From

epidemiological studies of primary open-angle

glaucoma, African-derived individuals appear

to have a higher susceptibility and higher rates

of blindness.7,8 The following subsections

summarise the ethnic differences that have been

reported in various ocular structures that are

commonly imaged. Understanding of the

normal characteristics of these structures and

potential variation by ethnicity are important

when making judgements of abnormality.

Ethnic differences in ocular structures that

are commonly imaged

Cornea

In several studies, thinner corneas have been

observed among African-Americans than

in Caucasians. In a clinic-based study,

investigators described no significant difference

in corneal thickness between Chinese, Caucasian,

Filipino, and Hispanic participants, but Japanese

participants had significantly thinner corneas,

whereas corneas of African-Americans were

still thinner.9 It has been hypothesized that a thin

cornea is a risk factor for glaucoma, aside from

the associated intraocular pressure measurement

error.10 Exploring this assertion, several

investigators have however been unable to find

a relationship between corneal thickness and

retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness in

healthy or ocular hypertensive eyes by the use

of scanning laser polarimetry (SLP), confocal

scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (CSLO), and

optical coherence tomography (OCT).11,12
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Anterior chamber and anterior chamber angle

Shallow anterior chamber depth and narrow anterior

chamber angles are known characteristics of angle

closure and angle-closure glaucoma,13 both of which

are much more commonly found in Chinese14 and Inuit

populations.15 Use of ultrasonic and, more recently, OCT

imaging devices has shown the shallowing of anterior

chamber that occurs with age; however, findings of

recent studies have shown no clearly greater proportion

of persons among Chinese individuals with shallower

anterior chamber depth compared with European and

African populations.16 Quigley17 and associates have

opened an interesting angle of research in this area by

showing unfavourable physiological behaviour of the

iris in individuals susceptible to angle-closure glaucoma.

This is the subject of ongoing longitudinal studies

involving OCT imaging in Chinese18 and European

populations.19

Optic nerve head

Results of stereophotography imaging studies in the

1980s included larger discs, cup/disc ratios, and cup

volumes among normal black subjects compared with

whites.20 These have been followed by many studies

involving CSLO, planimetric, and OCT imaging, with

confirmation of these ethnic differences in ocular

hypertensive patients21 and those with glaucoma.22

Recent reports from the African Descent and Glaucoma

Evaluation Study (ADAGES) study of healthy

African- and European-derived participants confirms the

larger optic discs, but also smaller rim/disc area ratios

in African-derived subjects, when employing OCT,

HRT, and SLP instruments.23,24 Analyses with the OCT

showed no difference between the two ethnic groups

following adjustment for age and disc area, nor was there

a difference between the groups in respect of the slope

of association between age and any structural variable.

Average parameter measurements (‘typical scan score’)

with the GDx VCC (SLP with variable corneal

compensation) showed a significant difference between

ethnic groups following adjustment for disc size and

age in both healthy and glaucomatous subjects24 in

subjects from the ADAGES study.

RNFL, retinal thickness, macular pigment, and retinal

vascular calibre

Investigators from the ADAGES study23 reported thicker

OCT RNFL measurements in the African-derived healthy

individuals in inferior and superior regions at 3.46 mm

from the centre of the disc following adjustment for

differences in optic disc area and age. Conversely, the

RNFL thickness in the temporal region (the papillo-

macular bundle) was significantly thinner in the

African-derived group. The OCT also showed no

difference between ethnic groups with optic nerve

head variables after adjusting for age and disc area.

Kelty et al25 reported greater mean foveal thickness in

Caucasians than African-Americans, with the Stratus

OCT in 83 healthy subjects. Kashani et al26 also reported

decreased mean foveal thickness and centre point

thickness in African-Americans compared with

Caucasians and Hispanics in a university-based study

using Stratus OCT.

Imaging of macular pigment using autofluorescence

images from confocal laser scanning ophthalmoscopy

has been used to show higher central macular pigment

density higher in Africans. There is evidence to suggest

that macular pigment protects against age-related

maculopathy and ARMD by filtering blue light, although

this is controversial.27 Improved genotype–phenotype

correlation may be obtained for these and other retinal

diseases with the advent of modern OCT devices that

use ultra-high resolution to image the photoreceptor

layer and Bruch’s membrane thickness.

The findings of the Multi-Ethnic Study of

Atherosclerosis28–30 have indicated that changes in

vascular calibre (measured with fundus photography)

may predict a range of cardiovascular diseases,

independent of established risk factors. Investigators

from this study reported larger retinal arteriolar and

venular calibres in blacks and Hispanics than whites and

Chinese, which may be of use in establishing risk of

cardiovascular disease by ethnic group. However,

more recent reports have suggested that these reported

ethnic differences may be a result of a measurement

error where darkly pigmented eyes have less contrast

between the vessel edge and the surrounding retina

than less pigmented eyes.31

Implications of ethnic differences of ocular structure

for diagnostic imaging

Several imaging techniques evaluate ocular structures

to discriminate between normal and abnormal states of

health. This is particularly the case in glaucoma detection

where CSLO, SLP, and OCT instruments are commonly

used to evaluate optic disc topography and the

peripapillary retinal nerve fibre layer. Early detection

of change to these structures is important as visual field

defects may only develop after a large proportion of

retinal ganglion cells have been damaged.32,33 A good

example of the issues surrounding ethnic differences

is described as follows with the Heidelberg Retina

Tomograph (confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope),

which uses a software analysis program named
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Moorfields Regression Analysis (MRA) to compare the

subject’s optic nerve and RNFL parameters to a

normative database.

The normative database for the HRT originally

comprised 112 white (72 healthy; 51 with early glaucoma)

subjects, all of whom were white and had ametropia of

less than 16 dioptres.34 The MRA utilizes global and

regional rim sectors area estimates adjusted for optic disc

size and age in an effort to improve specificity. The

adjustment for disc area, which accounts for most of

the differences between racial groups, is important;

however, studies with larger and more ethnically diverse

clinic-based studies have found the MRC classification

to perform less well at diagnosing glaucoma in eyes with

large optic discs.35 Use of the MRA in a population-based

setting36 found the MRA to be of limited value for

population screening for glaucoma with lower

sensitivities and specificities than previous clinic-based

studies. This is because the normative database did not

account adequately for variation in optic disc size in this

population, but is also likely to be owing to the variation

in accuracy of HRT algorithms known to occur with

different study designs.37 The effect of the additional

normative data from other ethnic groups (Indian and

African-American) into the HRT software of the latest

version, the HRT III,38 on the ability to discriminate

glaucomatous and non-glaucomatous eyes, has been

studied. In one study, sensitivity of the MRA algorithm

was improved with the larger more ethnically diverse

normative database in African subjects, yet at the

expense of specificity.39

Conclusions

This review has highlighted some of the issues

surrounding the definition of ethnic group/race and the

reliance of many studies on self-report. However, many

ocular diseases are known to vary in prevalence and

phenotype with self-reported ethnicity, and indeed

structures of the eye that are commonly imaged also

vary with ethnicity. Ethnic-specific normative databases

incorporated into the software of imaging instruments

appear to be of benefit when accounting for the variation

between different populations, but the design of the

studies that collect these data are an important

consideration. For example, clinic-derived databases

may be inappropriate when imaging at a population

level (eg, ‘screening’). There has been much progress

in the development of ocular imaging instruments, with

improved resolution of ocular structures. Often this

means that the output of more recent instruments cannot

be directly compared with that of previous models

(‘backwards compatability’),40 with the result that

‘normative data’ collected by the older version becomes

obsolete. Although there are many difficulties associated

with judging normalcy of ocular structures at the

diagnostic stage, the real benefit of several of these

instruments would appear to lie in the detection of

temporal change within a given individual. However,

little is known of the role that ethnicity plays in the

temporal change of ocular structures in normal and

disease states.
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